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Abstract- The review paper describes the application of various image processing techniques for automatic
detection of glaucoma. Glaucoma is a neurodegenerative disorder of the optic nerve, which causes partial loss of
vision. Large number of people suffers from eye diseases in rural and semi urban areas all over the world.
Current diagnosis of retinal disease relies upon examining retinal fundus image using image processing. The key
image processing techniques to detect eye diseases include image registration, image fusion, image segmentation,
feature extraction, image enhancement, morphology, pattern matching, image classification, analysis and
statistical measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Lots of people in rural and semi-urban areas suffer from eye diseases such as Diabetic Retinopathy, Glaucoma, Age
based Macular Degradation etc. Glaucoma is a pathological condition of optic nerve damage and is second leading
cause of vision loss. It is known as silent thief of sight. It comes along with an ongoing destruction of optic nerve
head (ONH) caused by an increase in intraocular pressure within eye. The optic nerve carries image information to
brain. Due to damage to large number of nerve fibres, a blind spot is created leading to loss of vision. One of the
indicators of glaucomatous eye is change in appearance of optic disk. Optic disk is elliptical in shape having bright
orange-pink color with a pale centre. Due to degeneration of nerve fibre orange pink color disappears and become
pale. i.e enlargement of depression called cup and thinning of neuroretinal rim. The pale centre called cup is devoid
of neuroretinal tissue. For normal eye, cup-to-disc ratio is 0.3 to 0.5. For glaucomatous eye, ratio becomes 0.8.
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Approximately, 5 million people live with a glaucoma risk while around 800.000 people suffer from glaucomatous
damages in Germany [1]. If the optical imaging of the retina is taken then by performing the series of image
processing operations, automated early detection of eye disease is possible.
With great improvement in field of medical imaging, Image processing technique helps in early diagnosis of
glaucoma and other eye disease. Retinal fundus images assist trained clinicians to diagnose any abnormality and any
change in retina. These images are captured by using special devices called ophthalmoscopes. Medical image
analysis and processing has great significance in non-invasive treatment and clinical study. The information about
the optic disk can be used to examine severity glaucoma. The location of the optic disk is an important issue in
retinal image analysis as it is a significant landmark feature. Fig.1 shows the fundus camera and retinal fundus
image.

Fig. 1

Digital fundus camera and acquired retinal fundus image

II. IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUE
Various image processing techniques used in automated early diagnosis and analysis of various eye disease are
Enhancement, Registration, Fusion, Segmentation, Feature extraction, Pattern matching, Classification,
Morphology, Statistical measurements and Analysis [2][3].
Image Enhancement- Image enhancement includes varying brightness and contrast of image. It also includes
filtering and histogram equalization. It comes under preprocessing step to enhance various features of image.
Image Registration- Image Registration is an important technique for change detection in retinal image diagnosis. In
this process, two images are aligned onto a common coordinate system. Images may be taken at different times and
with imaging devices In medical diagnosis, it is essential to combine data from different images and for better
analysis and measurements images are aligned geometrically.[4]
Image Fusion- Image fusion is a process of combining information acquired from number of imaging devices. Its
goal is to integrate contemporary, multisensor, multi-temporal or multi-view information into a single image,
containing all the information so as to reduce the amount of information.
Feature Extraction- It is the process of identifying and extracting region of interest from the image.
Segmentation- Segmentation is the process of dividing an image into its constituent object and group of pixels which
are homogenous according to some criteria. Segmentation algorithms are area-oriented instead of pixel oriented. The
main objective of image segmentation is to extract various features of image which can be merged or split in order
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to build object of interest on which analysis and interpretation can be performed. It includes clustering, thresholding
etc.
Morphology- Morphology is the science of appearance, shape and organization. Mathematical morphology is a
collection of non-linear processes which can be applied to an image to remove details smaller than a certain
reference shape. Various morphological operation are erosion, dilation, opening and closing.
Classification- Classification is an important technique of image analysis for estimation of statistical parameter
according to the gray level intensities of pixels. It includes labeling of a pixel or group of pixels based on the grey
values and other statistical parameters. For understanding the contents of an image, image analysis functions are
used [5].
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
Several studies are reported in literature for detection of optic disk and detection and classification of glaucoma. The
work is as follows:
In Year 2006, Kevin Noronha performed a work, "Enhancement of retinal fundus Image to highlight the features for
detection of abnormal eyes"[6]. This work specifies the methods used to detect main features of retinal fundus
images such as optic disk, fovea, and exudates and blood vessels using different techniques. To determine the optic
Disk and its centre Author find the brightest part of the fundus and apply Hough transform.
In Year 2007, Sangyeol Lee performed a work, "Validation of Retinal Image Registration Algorithms by a
Projective Imaging Distortion Model"[4]. A variety of methods for retinal image registration have been proposed.
Authors also present the validation tool for any retinal image registration method by tracing back the distortion path
and accessing the geometric misalignment from the coordinate system of reference standard.
In Year 2008, S. Sekhar performed a work," Automated localization of retinal optic disk using hough transform"[7].
The retinal fundus image is widely used in the diagnosis and treatment of various eye diseases such as diabetic
retinopathy and glaucoma. The proposed methodology consists of two steps: in the first step, region of interest
(ROI) is found by image by means of morphological processing, and in the second step, optic disk is detected using
the Hough transform.
In Year 2010, Zhuo Zhang performed a work," ORIGA-light : An Online Retinal Fundus Image Database for
Glaucoma Analysis and Research"[8]. Author present an online dataset, ORIGA-light, which aims to share clinical
retinal images with the public. Author had updated the system continuously with more clinical ground-truth images.
The proposed method focuses on optic disk and cup segmentation.
In Year 2010, Vahabi Z proposed," The new approach to Automatic detection of Optic Disc from non-dilated retinal
images"[9]. Author describes a new filtering approach like Sobel edge detection, Texture Analysis, Intensity and
Template matching to detect Optic Disc. The proposed algorithm is applied in wavelet domain on 150 images of
Messidor dataset.
In Year 2011, Zafer Yavuz performed a work," Retinal Blood Vessel Segmentation Using Gabor Filter And Tophat
Transform"[10]. In this, Author gave a method for retinal blood vessels segmentation by applying firstly Gabor filter
to enhance blood vessels and then applying top-hat transform. Later on, the output is converted to binary image with
p-tile thresholding.
In Year 2012, Nilan jan Dey performed a work," Optical Cup to Disc Ratio Measurement for Glaucoma Diagnosis
Using Harris Corner"[11]. In this paper, CDR is determined using Harris Corner. Harris comer detector [12,13]
measures the local changes of the signal with patches shifted in different directions by a small amount. It is based on
the local auto-correlation function of a signal.
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In Year 2012, R. Geetha Ramani performed a work," Automatic Prediction of Diabetic Retinopathy and Glaucoma
through Retinal Image Analysis and Data Mining Techniques"[5]. This paper proposed a novel approach for
automatic disease detection. Retinal image analysis and data mining techniques are used to accurately categorize the
retinal images as either Normal, Diabetic Retinopathy and Glaucoma affected.
In Year 2012, ManjulaSri Rayudu proposed," Review of Image Processing Techniques for Automatic Detection of
Eye Diseases"[14]. The review paper provides information about the application of image processing techniques for
automatic detection of eye diseases. The key image processing techniques to detect eye diseases include image
registration, fusion, segmentation, feature extraction, enhancement, pattern matching, image classification, analysis
and statistical measurements.
IV. GLAUCOMA DETECTION ALGORITHM
For assessment of glaucoma, cup-to-disc ratio is most widely accepted index. Early research was done for detection
and localization of optic disk. The various algorithms used in this direction are vessel’s direction matched filter,
curvelet transform, active contour model, fuzzy c-mean clustering, artificial neural networks, k-NN regressor,
pyramidal decomposition, edge detection, entropy filter and feature vector[15-21].
Other techniques include averaging filter, template matching technique and canny edge detector. S.Sekhar et al. [22]
applied Hough transform to detect Optic Disk. After preprocessing a binary image is obtained which can be used to
find the contours of OD. Morphological closing is performed on ROI to calculate the magnitude gradient of edge
detection and fill the vessels according to (1).
f • B = ( f ⊕ B) Θ B .

(1)

For removing any peaks, morphological opening is applied according to (2).
f

B = ( fΘB) ⊕ B

(2)

Where f is the grayscale image,
B is binary structuring element;
⊕ is dilation
Θ is erosion operators

Gopal Dat Joshi et al.[23] described cup-to-disc ratio(CDR) calculation by applying morphological operations and
hough transformation for detecting glaucoma. Within the optic region, cup is segmented using vessel bends(r-bends
for specifying cup boundary) and pollar information. These r-bends are non-uniformly distributed on the OD region.
So for detection of cup boundary local interpolating spline is applied.
Aliaa Abdel et al.[15] proposed matched filter approach. During preprocessing, illumination equalization and
adaptive histogram equalization methods are applied for luminosity and contrast normalization respectively. The
retinal vessels are segmented using 2D Gaussian matched filter. R. Chrastek et al. [24] proposed a method for optic
nerve head segmentation and its validation. The method includes morphological operations, Hough transform, and
active contour model.
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V. RESULTS
As a part of survey of various image processing techniques, the author has implemented some of the techniques like
preprocessing; histogram equalization morphological operation etc. and result are as follows:

a.) Original Image

b.) Gray Scale of original image c.) After Histogram Equalization

d.) Original Histogram

e.)Enhanced Contrast

f.) Binary image

g.) Morphological operation
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VI.CONCLUSION
The author of this paper concluded that for detection and diagnosis of glaucoma, firstly, optic disk need to be
segmented. After image acquisition, preprocessing is done by applying thresholding, illumination and histogram
equalization. The optic disk and cup is segmented using various techniques like Hough transform, k-means
clustering, fuzzy c-means clustering, active contour method, matched filter approach, vessel bends, morphological
operations etc. Then CDR is calculated and classification is done for deciding whether condition of eye is normal or
glaucomatous.
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